Key points of planning and design of Urban Ecological Wetland Park
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In order to better protect the natural environment on the implementation of the full construction of the Wetland Park, which not only can well protect the city surrounding the wetland resources, but also can provide a good place for leisure and entertainment for people in the crowded city.

1. City Wetland Park Planning and design under the concept of Ecological Planning

1.1 The principle of sustainability

Due to excessive exploitation and utilization of human caused a mass extinction of wetland resources, and construction of the wetland park wetland resources on the periphery of the city can effectively protect and use [1]. is through the human disturbance way protection of wetland resources, so that its demise speed continues to slow, also contributed to the effective restoration of the original ecological environment, but can also be developed by [11], and the moderate

1.2 Suitability principle

The construction of the wetland park is the natural ecosystem and the human intervention was an effective combination of processing, premise park function is a natural ecological environment does not affect wetland resources, and then make the specific combination of the actual situation of the scientific and reasonable division of the [2].

2. Planning and design of City Ecological Wetland Park

2.1 Landscape planning and design

Different city wetland park vegetation based site environment is different, so the design of ecological landscape, should expand the overall vegetation landscape planning for the park, the overall planning to promote the overall development of [3]. park wetland landscape in different types of landscape vegetation coverage, key species, endemic species, with its clear partition [10], first, hierarchical control, ecological core wetland. In order to maintain the original landscape features, to maintain native populations and fauna. Second, restoration of degraded wetlands area. In order to restore the wetland ecological restoration effect, in accordance with the original wetland vegetation
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landscape, play the ecological function of Wetland Third. The outdoor recreation area is dominated by native plants, forming the landscape effects of crops and landscape forest as the main characteristics. [4].

2.2 Drainage system carding

Water is a very important part in wetland ecosystem, the design and construction of City Wetland Park Wetland Park is the key of [5]. respect the nature of the surface, according to the site situation, according to the water flow design, enrich the space form of wetland. The design should also pay attention to the use of dredging ditches ponds and ditches, the connection pool water system up on farmland wetland areas occupied in the upstream of the water system through the purification of plant, slow flow etc. to ensure the water quality [6] for wet in the water system, planning and design should be based on the terrain and water, and is connected with the water system of the whole, and form a dynamic water circulation, help to improve The quality of the water, creating a rich ecological landscape of wetland [7].

2.3 Shoreline protection

The shoreline is aquatic environment and terrestrial environment at the junction of the coastline will generally change periodically, so the processing of revetment is particularly important. On the basis of revetment materials can be divided into hard, semi hard, gentle and natural [8], can design the following 5 types of forms. The gentle slope revetment type: good hydrophilicity that applies to a larger space for the shore, can be achieved through the formation of cultivated land; the stakes: with stakes or piece of stone, can resist water erosion, both natural vegetation and landscape effect; and the steps with different level of high adaptability, both ecological and landscape value; the boulders were: convenient, ecological and landscape The concept of good effect; the platform type: suitable for the change of water level, flow concentrated area, provide hydrophilic space for visitors to [9].

In a word, as the city continues to accelerate the process of the construction of city wetland park can be protected very well on the periphery of the city wetland resources, and also can take some reform measures so that it has more abundant function. So the protection and construction of city wetland park on the whole ecological system has a very important significance.
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